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teStiNg aNd
quality iN SaFe® 

O
among large organizations, the Scaled agile Framework 
for Lean Enterprises (SaFe) is the most popular framework for 
achieving business agility. In this article, Mette Bruhn-Pedersen 
and Derk-Jan de Grood explain how testers can contribute 
in a SaFe environment.

Organizations understand that business agility and responsiveness 
are key factors for surviving and staying ahead of their competitors. 
In order to yield value, the work of single agile teams should there-
fore be embedded in larger business processes. Many organizations 
embrace the Scaled Agile Framework for Lean Enterprises (SAFe) 
to enable multiple teams to collaborate on a single release, plan and 
manage dependencies and translate business strategic needs to user 
stories that can be completed by individual teams.
SAFe is a freely revealed knowledge base of integrated, proven 
patterns for enterprises’ Agile-Lean development. Of the scaling 
frameworks available, it seems to be the most documented. Other 
frameworks like LeSS and Nexus are less documented and also 
less prescriptive. This might explain the popularity of SAFe with 
organizations that are used to formal processes and want a clear 
structure.
The Portfolio confi guration of SAFe has three levels. On the bottom, 
there’s the team level. This describes practices for individual and 
cooperating teams working on user stories. It builds on familiar 
Scrum and Kanban practices. The program level above that describes 
how organizations divide work between individual teams and how 
they merge completed features into a continuous delivery pipeline. 
The Agile Release Train bundles the teams’ work into controlled 
product increments. At the top, the portfolio level translates strategic 
organization themes into value streams and defi nes portfolio epics.
This article will go through each of the three levels and explain 
what SAFe states about testing and how quality can be embedded 
in the agile practices. 



it does not eXPlicitly address 
the need for an effectiVe 
quality strategy 
to suPPort the agile teams.

quality at team level

One of SAFe’s core values is that quality is built in. Built-in quality 
practices ensure that each solution element, at every increment, 
meets appropriate quality standards throughout development. 
That’s a good starting point.
The test-fi rst practice recommends building tests before writing 
code. Another SAFe practice is pair work. At the team level, testers 
can pair with both users and developers to co-create tests. Testers 
lacking coding skills can still pair with team members to review the 
automated tests and discuss the frequency with which tests should 
be run. By taking a leading role, testers can ensure that all team 
members learn and use agile testing methods. This practice gives 
the development team a good understanding of the problems to be 
solved, both functional and non-functional.
On a more practical level, testers could review the Defi nition of Done 
(DOD) to help teams defi ne quality measures. The DOD is a great 
tool for embedding quality into the process. While discussing, team 
members are likely to identify valuable tests that are not done or 
done outside the sprint. Comparison of the DOD used by one team 
with those of the other teams enables cross-team alignment. It’s 
really helpful for Agile coaches and the SAFe program consultant 
if test advocates bring in their vision and knowledge on how to 
embed these quality measures into the agile processes.
In practice, we often see that tests are still executed manually. 
Automated tests (if any) are usually created after coding instead 
of before using a test-fi rst approach, and are often run from a 
separate platform not integrated in the build process. The release 
process is often only partly automated, and therefore vulnerable. 
SAFe states that organizations should aim for a repetitive and 
hands-off  build process enabling quick deployments in various 
environments. Testers can contribute by emphasizing the need for 
this and ensuring the pipeline includes automated functional and 
non-functional regression testing.
Unfortunately, SAFe does not describe these practices to a great 
extent. Neither does the framework talk much about formal roles 
in testing. It does not explicitly address the need for an eff ective 
quality strategy to support the Agile teams. We think all test profes-
sionals can contribute at team level by bringing attention to quality 
practices and the need for a quality strategy, and by helping to im-
plement relevant quality assurance and testing practices.
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quality at program level

The quality strategy will most likely be defi ned on the 
program level, since it outlines what’s needed to deliver 
an integrated and tested solution to customers. Its im-
plementation will also have an impact on the team level. 
A quality strategy ensures that the critical aspects are 
clear from various perspectives – business, technologi-
cal and operational. It outlines what needs to be tested 
and may include views and interests from external sup-
pliers and stakeholders such as compliance offi  cers.
A quality strategy should also defi ne how feedback on 
product quality and progress is gathered. Taking the 
program increments (PI) objectives as a basis, the qual-
ity strategy can outline how this is done in practice. 
Such a strategy should also address the test quality. 
Does the test work need auditing; how are the teams 
coached on their testing? Another item to address in 
the quality strategy is the organization of tests that do 
not fi t in a sprint.
In practice, we all too often see organizations lacking 
overview and focus. A clear quality strategy aligning 
teams and their work and providing a shared insight 
into the work to be done not only leads to better-quality 
solutions, but also reduces the amount of eleventh-hour 
surprises. It enables teams to discuss progress and 
impediments and re-plan their roadmap. It ensures that 
teams know what’s expected from them and testing 
is not forgotten, and provides room for coaching and 
training.
The later is a key issue. With the adoption of Agile, test-
ing is a team responsibility, and more often than not is 
done by developers and users with limited test exper-
tise. They feel uncertain about the way they test, or lack 
enthusiasm since they don’t know what to do. They can 
do an even better job when they receive relevant train-
ing and are helped by experienced testers to improve 
test design, execution, tool support, logging and report-
ing. This will give organizations a multidisciplinary 
look at quality and will increase the team fl exibility.
In SAFe, the last sprint in the PI is reserved for PI plan-
ning and, if needed, integration of the various system 
or solution assets. Testers can typically contribute to 
this by facilitating risk analysis and root cause analysis 
(RCA). Identifying business and technical risks prior to 
or during PI planning may lead to extra acceptance cri-
teria or even new user stories. 
The program level in SAFe is also designed to help al-
leviate typical integration challenges. End-to-end inte-
gration should be a starting point for planning develop-
ment and cross-team collaboration. 

Testers and test managers should emphasize the 
quality mind-set so that integration testing is taken 
into account during PI planning. Integration tests 
should be executed in each iteration, but some tests 
might be better suited for the last sprint of the PI.
To get feedback and learn how the system is used, it’s 
important to deploy frequently and with as few delays 
as possible. Testing the operation model to ensure 
operational readiness should be a topic while defi ning 
the PI objectives. Integrating the business-readiness 
testing in the overall quality strategy enables an early 
time-to-market.
Another challenge within SAFe is governance. Progress 
and quality are often discussed at a Scrum-of-Scrums 
meeting, but progress indications are often subjective 
and incomplete. Testing helps provide a transparent 
and objective insight into the available working 
software. The availability of lean, mean but adequate 
data to assess the release progress enables better 
planning and makes it easier to revise the release train 
roadmap.

quality at portfolio level

The portfolio level is the linking pin between organiza-
tional goals and development work. If we want to em-
bed quality into the organization, we should do it here.
SAFe doesn’t defi ne a quality ambassador at the port-
folio level, but it might be very useful to have one. This 
ambassador can see to it that strategic themes not only 
focus on “new business functionality”; technical debt 
reduction, test architecture, supporting and develop-
ing good QA practices must be prioritized as well, since 
they enable a sustainable delivery rate.
A portfolio-level quality ambassador can also be instru-
mental in prioritizing the compliance epics. Compliance 
is often not second nature to IT people, leading to last-
minute surprises and penalties. Defi ning compliance 
epics and implementing the required security, trace-
ability and revenue assurance functionality at portfo-
lio level ensures that the right proof (logging, testing 
of controls and documentation) is available. This will 
stand out during audits and will reduce the misalign-
ment between what’s needed by the authorities and 
what’s implemented.

another challenge 
within safe is goVernance.
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SAFe describes the quality management system (QMS) 
as a set of approved practices, policies and procedures. 
It ensures that development activities and outcomes 
comply with all relevant regulations and provides the 
required documentation to prove it. The QMS might be 
in the portfolio of the compliance offi  cer, but the quality 
ambassador should also include it in the quality strategy.
The portfolio level is all about business. Organizational 
readiness at the program level can be a measure 
to ensure that technical solutions will be used and 
yield benefi t. An assessment is advisable here: do the 
implemented strategic themes deliver the expected 
value? The portfolio-level quality ambassador could 
help the organization to defi ne KPIs that provide this 
insight and help to assess the user experience of the 
value streams in a broader sense.

quality at all levels

Communication and managing dependencies are typi-
cal challenges of scaling. The discussed measures focus 
on having a strategy so people know what’s expected of 
them, taking quality into account during planning ses-
sions and ensuring that quality-related work gets suf-
fi cient priority. We fi nd there’s a need for a quality focus 
at all levels and recommend taking a strategic approach 
to quality and testing.
People who are currently in testing and quality roles 
have a lot of knowledge and can take on an ambassador 
role to promote built-in quality. 
For test professionals, this might require some training 
in additional skills. Test automation and implementing a 
continuous delivery pipeline requires technical knowl-
edge at the team level; to be eff ective at the program and 
portfolio level, business skills are needed as well. 

testers might Very well take the lead 
in creating the awareness that true 
business agility requires built-in quality.

To make SAFe eff ective, test professionals can help 
others build in quality and facilitate broad collaboration. 
This means that non-testing professionals will improve 
their skills regarding quality and testing practices. We 
can help them through coaching, teaching and showing 
them the strategic advantages a quality focus has.
Scaling requires collaboration between all people to 
make it work. Testers might very well take the lead 
in creating the awareness that true business agility 
requires built-in quality, and that implementing SAFe 
with its current guidance on quality practices is not 
suffi  cient. It requires attention on all levels, discipline 
and quality ambassadors ready to help build quality 
solutions relentlessly. 
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